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Abstract
Our era is punctuated by travel, sometimes because of the work and
sometimes to take a break, and the need to go on the other side of the
planet for various reasons.
Our era is also the beginning of digital currencies, and applications are
going to be more and more various. Everything is going to be more and
more easier, fast and decentralized.
Blockchain is the digital and decentralized ledger that underpins virtual
coins and is responsible for logging all transactions, without the need
for a financial intermediary, like a bank.
The push toward blockchain technology, and cryptocurrencies in
general, has everything to do with perceived inadequacies in the
current financial payment system. In particular, the potentially long
wait times associated with validating a transaction or payment, and
high transaction fees as a result of banks acting as a middlemen, are
what consumers loathe the most. Blockchain attempts to address
these issues.
When you are booking a flight and/or a sejourn, it is really appreciable
when the process is easy and fast. This is the reason why we have
chosen to create a virtual travel agency which accept Bitcoin and
alternative coins/tokens as payment method : blockchain transactions
are being validated 24 hours a day, seven days a week, meaning they
often process in seconds, compared to waiting up to three or five days
in the case of cross-border transactions. Also, without the need for a
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financial middleman, it’s presumed that transaction costs will be
considerably smaller.
Another issue that we are going to solve is related to loyalty programs.
We know that travel the world is generally expensive, and is not
accessible to everyone. That is why we are launching a token in
addition to our platform, which can be compared to a reward program:
tokens will be given to our sojourn customers. Our reward points (the
tokens) may be used to book a flight, a hotel and a sojourn, but they
also can be traded on marketplaces in exchange of Bitcoins or altcoins.
So these reward tokens will not be trapped into the system, they are
yours, and you can use or trade them as you want.

Some tourism & Bitcoin statistics
These statistics have been taken from several sources from 2016 to
2018, especially Google, Booking.com, Ko marketing, Phocuswright,
TripAdvisor and TrekkSoft.
Booko take them in count and consider these points while building the
booking website.
 55% of leisure travelers take just 1-2 vacations a year, and they
put a lot of thought into planning these trips. But 30% would take
a trip when they weren’t planning to. 25% would consider going
to a destination they weren’t familiar with.
 70% of travelers with smartphones have done travel research on
their smartphone. 50% of millennial travelers have discovered a
new travel company while researching on mobile.
 38% of bookings are happening same day or up to two days
before the activity. Many of these bookings take place
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“in-destination”, while consumers are already traveling. That
number grows to 53% when looking at bookings within a week,
while only 19% of these activities were booked more than a
month in advance.
Booko consider that consumers want flexibility in when they choose
to book, whether it’s advance or last-minute, and provide options that
allow for both planning and spontaneity. For that, our online booking
system will update in real-time, without restrictions on when bookings
can be accepted.
 75% of end users who book a tour or activity on Internet are aged
34 or younger. Of that percentage, 41% are aged 25-34 and 34%
aged 18-24.
 The smallest proportion of bookings are from older generations,
just 6% of our bookings come from customers aged 45-54, and
another 6% are aged 55 and above.
 How old are bitcoin users? (source: Statista 2018)
o 40% are aged 25-34
o 22% are aged 35-44
o 17% are aged 19-24
Regarding to these numbers, Booko is mainly acting through young
people, offering the opportunity to travel cheaply and quickly,
everywhere and anytime.
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Booko also take in consideration the number of empty seats in a lot of
planes, which mean lost revenue for companies. We are going to fill
them by selling ultra-cheap boarding passes for these flights.
It allow us to satisfy airlines companies and last-minute customers,
and to respect the environment.

It’s right to say that Bitcoin and altcoins have a long way to go before
reach the world common payment method. However, blockchain
technologies are extremely young and need time to be fully used.
But regarding to Blockchain, it has faster processes, low fees and more
privacy if we compare it to MasterCard or Visa for example. Booko’s
aim is also to let people discovering cryptocurrency payments and
cryptotourism, or how to travel differently and in an easy way.
6
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Purposal
Booko has the ambition to become an unavoidable place to book
flights and sejourns with Bitcoin and its alternatives.
Our booking fees are going to be set at 5%, in order to fight against any
losses we may take due to market changes, and ensure a good booking
service.
We are opening a platform for digital currency tourism (also called
cryptotourism), allowing you to plan your perfect holidays overseas
with cryptocurrency. Each booking will be accompanied by reward
points, the Booko token, which will be issued as rewards, and may be
used to pay your next trip.
Our aim is that reward tokens getting much more financially profitable
for the customer than traditional travel websites, where value of the
reward point is fixed and at the discretion of the company. It will be
not the case with Booko, its value is going to vary depending of the
order book on marketplaces.

Regarding to our future platform, the early website will be extremely
light, and orders will be filled manually. A full-working version will be
launched once we will get enough funds to develop it. Actually, we
have just created a landing page through a web service provider
(Webnode), in order to show the project. We know that a proper
domain with our own website is more professional, it will come very
soon when we will hire our future web developer, on May 2018.
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Why issuing a token for
Booko?
This token will simply be used in a similar manner as hotel points. They
will be issued as rewards with every booking order, and may be used
to pay your next trip, to get it cheaper or to be traded on crypto market
exchanges.
Most of reward programs releasing points, but their use is strictly
limited to their company, so it’s centralized and compartmentalized a
lot.
Booko token will be YOUR token, it’s all of you to decide how you will
using your tokens, if you prefer holding to spend them later on the
booking website and get cheaper costs, or on the other hand if you
prefer sell them on trading exchanges and get some Bitcoins or
altcoins instead.
Once you have them you are free to keep them in your Ether wallet,
on an exchange or on Booko platform.
We also plan to reward Booko token holders, through a yearly airdrop
to the richest Booko addresses.
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ERC20 Token
The informations below are technical and need a little bit of
knowledge in cryptocurrencies to be understood.
We have chosen to issue Booko token from the Ethereum blockchain,
for several reasons:
 Ethereum has implemented a ground-breaking new protocol
which will allow its blockchain to process thousands transactions
per minute.
 Unlike other inferior centralized exchanges, there are no limits
on withdrawals when using Ethereum decentralized exchange
(and every cryptocurrency purchased immediately appears in the
wallet’s balance).
 Ethereum features a matcher and high channel capacity, which
allows customers to make deals as quickly as on a centralized
exchange.
 It also has an unprecedented security, as funds are kept in the
wallet, and not on the exchange.
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Specifications









Name of the token : Booko
Official ticker : BOO
Total token supply : 100 000 000
Circulating supply : 70 000 000 (70%)
Team shares, Bounties : 30 000 000 (30%)
Blockchain : Ethereum (ERC20 token)
Properties : Non-reissuable, non-mintable, exchangeable
Consensus system : Proof-of-Stake (POS)

“ERC20” tokens came from the proposal / improvement process
implemented by the Ethereum Foundation its Github account. ERC literally
means Ethereum Request for Comments: a process by which a person asks
the community to review and comment on a proposal for Ethereum. In this
case, the 20th proposal posted on Github on November 19, 2015 was about
a proposal of standards for the development of tokens on Ethereum – so it
was called ERC20.
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Token commercialization
In this section we are going to explain how Booko will release its token.
First of all, the aim of the token commercialization is to finance Booko,
via a presale and an ICO (Initial Coin Offering): the generated funds will
be used to pay exchange listings, marketing campaigns, incorporation
of the company, token further development, transaction fees and
hiring a fullstack web developer to build and upgrade the website. It
will also allowing us to establish relationships with travel companies.

Presale program












Starting date: May 5th, 2018, 10am CEST
Closing date: May 6th, 2018, 10am CEST
Presale duration: 24 hours
Amount for sale: 10 000 000 BOO (Booko token)
Early bird bonus: +50% bonus on each purchase during the whole
presale (for example buy 10 get 15).
Payment method: Ethereum (ETH)
Presale target/hardcap: 3500 ETH
Token price: 0.00035 ETH
Minimum order price: 1 ETH = 2857 BOO + 50% bonus
Maximum order price: 1000 ETH (to avoid single owner)
Unsold tokens policy: Unsold tokens will be burned (sent to a
random non-ETH wallet address, that we don’t own the private key
nor the passphrase).
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Initial Coin Offering (ICO) terms















Starting date: May 15th, 2018, 10am CEST
Closing date: June 15th, 2018, 10am CEST
ICO duration: 1 month
Amount for sale: 60 000 000 BOO (Booko token)
Early bird bonus:
o +20% the first 6 hours
o +10% the next 6 hours
o +5% the next 12 hours
o 1 to 1 after the first 24 hours
Payment method: Ethereum (ETH)
Soft cap: 10 000 ETH
Target cap: 20 000 ETH
Hard cap: 30 000 ETH
Token price: 0.0005 ETH + 0-20% bonus
Minimum order price: 1 ETH = 2000 BOO + bonus
Maximum order price: 5000 ETH (to avoid single owner)
Unsold tokens policy: Unsold tokens will be burned (sent to a
random non-ETH wallet address, that we don’t own the private key
nor the passphrase).
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Roadmap
• Creation of social network groups
• Announcement on Bitcointalk
March 2018

April 2018

• Starting of bounty program
• Whitepaper release
• Creation of the ERC20 token

May 2018

• Presale program
• Booko incorporation
• ICO

June 2018

• Ending of bounty program
• Token release on marketplaces

• Booko's website final version
• Opening of booking orders
August 2018 • Launching of rewards system with Booko token

December
2018

• A goal of 1000+ Booko daily users
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The crew
Because Booko could not exist without its creators, it seems evident
that we have to present ourselves.

Merkur
Blockchain addict, worldwide traveler and
cryptocurrency researcher. He is building Booko
token.

Louise
Former flight attendant at Qantas USA company, then
studied Tourism (global travel and tourism industry). She
is hiring new team members.

Tom
Graduate of a master II in Business and company
laws, Tom joined Booko after working two years as a
corporate lawyer. He deals with company’s legal
aspects and accounts management.

Eliott
Eliott is a tourism consultant, and mainly works with
operators and local authorities regarding development
strategies for tourism facilities (holiday villages, tourism
residences, outdoor accommodation). He is the link
betweek Booko, airlines companies and resort hotels.
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Keep in touch with Booko








Bitcointalk Announcement
Website
Facebook
Twitter
Telegram
Reddit
GitHub

Booko’s whitepaper is actually available in English only.
Booko’s website is actually available in English only too, but
soon in French also.
Booko’s announcement threads on Bitcointalk are going to be
available in several languages, we actually have 11 translators:
French, Spanish, Turkish, Arabic, Vietnamese, Korean,
Slovenian, Portuguese, Japanese, Indonesian and Filipino.
If you are a translator in another language, please contact us,
we have job offers which can suits to you.
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